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April 21th, 2017 

 

TMS Entertainment Co., Ltd. 

 

 

The 21st in the Animated Movie Series 

"Detective Conan – The Crimson Love Letter" 

Coming to Toho theaters nationwide on April 15 (Saturday) 
 

~ Featuring Daisuke Miyagawa and Riho Yoshioka as special guests!! ~ 

 

TMS Entertainment Co., Ltd. (Head Office - Nakano-ku, Tokyo; President and Representative 

Director - Yoshiharu Suzuki) will be releasing the 21st in the animated movie series of "Detective 

Conan (Case Closed)" by Gosho Aoyama, "Detective Conan - The Crimson Love Letter", in Toho 

Theaters nationwide on April 15, 2017 (Saturday) in conjunction with Shogakukan Inc. (Head Office 

- Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo; President and Representative Director - Masahiro Oga), Yomiuri Telecasting 

Corporation (Head Office - Osaka-shi, Osaka Prefecture; President and Representative Director - 

Kan Tsutagawa), Nippon Television Network Corporation (Head Office - Minato-ku, Tokyo; President 

and Executive Officer - Yoshio Okubo), Shogakukan-Shueisha Productions Co., Ltd. (Head Office 

-Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo; Representative Director - Shinichiro Tsuzuki) and Toho Co., Ltd. (Head Office - 

Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo; President and Representative Director - Yoshishige Shimatani). 

 

◆ "Detective Conan – The Crimson Love Letter" Official Site ◆ 

http://www.conan-movie.jp 

 

The 21
st
 movie in the series is a “crimson-dyed” romantic 

mystery that unfolds in Osaka and Kyoto. Featuring a 

famous comedian, Daisuke Miyagawa and a rising young 

actress, Riho Yoshioka as special guests, both are new to 

the series. Conan’s latest adventure is further enhanced 

by the theme song "Togetsukyo (Togetsu Bridge) - 

Thinking of You", the 21st piece to be performed by Mai 

Kuraki for the series (the movie and the TV series 

combined). 

 

 

■ Story 

Nichiuri Television Networks falls into a panic when an 

explosion occurs as Satsuki-kai, a society that promotes 

the Ogura Hyakunin Isshu (traditional Japanese card 

games based on 100 poems by 100 poets), is holding a 

press conference. Heiji Hattori, the high school detective 

of the West, and his childhood friend Kazuha Toyama are 

the only ones to be left behind in the crumbling building, 

but are rescued by Conan in the nick of time. It seems like 

http://www.conan-movie.jp/
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an act of terrorism. However, Conan and Heiji feel that something is "off" with this incomprehensible 

case, where the motive of the culprit is unknown. Amid the panic caused by the explosion, Conan 

meets a girl who insists that she is Heiji's fiance. The girl, Momiji Ooka, turns out to be a high school 

champion of a competitive Hyakunin Isshu card game. One thing led to another and Kazuha 

challenges Momiji to a game of Hyakinin Isshu over Heiji. Her days of training begins under the 

guidance of Heiji's mother Shizuka, who is a skilled Hyakunin Isshu player. 

At about the same time, a Satsuki Cup champion is murdered in a Japanese-style housing in the 

Arashiyama district of Kyoto. Momiji is seen in a video of the murder scene, where numerous 

Hyakunin Isshu cards scattered meaningfully around the victim. How is Momoji related to the 

murder? 

 

Together with the Osaka and the Kyoto Police Departments, Conan and Heiji begin to investigate 

Satsuki-kai which is related to the two incidents. Various suspicious characters surface as the 

investigation proceeds. As the duo untangles the web in this baffling case, they manage to uncover 

a secret related to Hyakunin Isshu that the two incidents have in common. When the link between 

the two incidents that occurred separately in Osaka and Kyoto is identified, the wheel of fate begins 

to accelerate. 

  

Written by mystery writer Takahiro Okura, who participated in the creation of the movie version for 

the first time, and the ever unchanging and reliable staff and cast came together once again, with 

music by Katsuo Ohno and Minami Takayama in the lead role as Conan Edogawa, Wakana 

Yamazaki as Ran Mouri, Rikiya Koyama as Kogoro Mouri, Ryo Horikawa as Heiji Hattori, and Yuko 

Miyamura as Kazuha Toyama, directed by Kobun Shizuno. 

 

As a member of the Production Committee, TMS will be focusing on increasing customer 

satisfaction and enhancing the brand value of “Detective Conan – The Crimson Love Letter” to 

ensure that it is worthy of the 21
st
 movie in the series. 
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 <For further information, please contact＞ 

TMS Entertainment Co., Ltd. 

 TMS Entertainment Co., Ltd. International Sales & Licensing  

E-mail:international@tms-e.co.jp 

Shibata，International Licensing Division: Tel: 03-6382-7039  Fax: 03-5342-4827 
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